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ABSTRACT

The paper entitled "A Contrastive Description Between English and Batak Toba Languages: Functions of Interrogative Sentences". The language used as the source language is English and as the target language is the Batak Toba Language. Objects analyzed are interrogative sentence in English and Toba Batak language. Interrogative sentence is a sentence that was delivered with the intention got an answer in the form of information, explanations or statements. There are four types of interrogative sentence in English: Yes / No questions, WH questions, alternative questions and tag questions. Interrogative sentence in Batak Toba generally used words aha, ise, didia, nandigan, songon dia, piga, sadia and boasa. The writer choose Batak Toba language to be analyzed, because this language that contrast to English which has uniqueness, differences and even complexities in both languages, and also the similarities.
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